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s 11121 the new phenomenon, "the· longi
the diffraction f~~e wave fields~~ was 
iments with narrow coaxial transmit
were described. The various evolution 

interference of the conical wave 
between the generator and the_detector 

the experiments with straight line 180° 
cal plate in the system with two coaxial 

e described: · . 
ent the mesooptical.devi~es in which 

erence of two conical wave fronts has 
fast and remotedly the information about 

surface of the objecf .. At first 
keratometers are. described and' their 

• The confocal mesooptical keratometer 
o~ of the object profile is suggested. 

of this device is given. It is shown 
mesooptical keratometer does work 

reconstruction stage inherent tothe tra
tometers. Then the C'onfocal mesoo'ptical 
the chirp-modulated longit;udinal inter-

• Owing to its.feature the confocal 
does not give the.ambiguitiep·which can 

the object with profile containing kinks. 

KERATOMETER 

ical keratometer 131: consists of the coor
rm of many (-19) concentrating rings 2 

at the.distance L ~- 200 rom from the eye 
also the illuminating. system 1, the objec
ture diaphragm 4 -and .the· photocamera 5 •. 

4_ is in the focal plane of the objective 
between.the axis of .the system ~nd the 
ring 2 assumes the discrete set of values 

angular increment so: On themeasurement 
' -~ . ' ' c- ' : • 
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:Fi.g;l·.··The principle schefite of the 
traditional optical k~ratometer: . : ... _ 
1 -.illuminating system,· 2 -.coaxial
mark rings, 3 - objective, 4 - aper-. 
ture diaphragm, 5 - photocamera. 

stage the coordinate mark 2 ... 
is illuminated by the· systeni · 
1 and the image of· these .·rings 

.: o'ri ·the surface of the eye is registered by the photocamera 5 
in the condition when the aperture diaphragm 4 transmits-only 
the rays of the light which are parallel to the optical axis 
of.the system. Owing to this the image.of coordinate rings.2 
consists of partially distorted circles. This initial informa~ 
'tioii must be processed in the reconstructed stage. The. opera:-.·~ 

.. ·tor est;imates the ·radii Ri of the rings and then· calculates tne 
· J . curvature radius of the rings on the eye for different distan-· ., 

. ces. from the optical axis. In the imp:t;"ovement versions of the ·· 
'
1 

traditional optical keratometer 14 
I 

51 the eye is illuminated by. 
~-the collimated beams of light. · . . .... 

:~. -· · 'As was shown. in 161 , ·the main source of the measurement .er-
. rors iri the traditional optical keratometers is the incertitu-· · 

de of the. longitudinal adjustment which introduces the error . 
~R = 19 11m for the longitudinal shift ~ = 0.5 rom, L = 200 rom 
and ·R = 8 rom. This sensitivity of the end results to the longi.:... '· 
tudinal disalignment is· the first drawback of the traditional · ·. 
optical keratometer. The second drawback is of the pure mathe- · 
matical riature. The operator must process the initial. data ·by · .. ' 

,_.,::~solving the inverse problem. Thus the measurements accomplished· 
. ·.by the ~traditional optical keratometer are t:~-Ot direct .ones· and'. 

need·· the .reconstruction stage. 

'-'· 3 :. CONFOCAL . MESOOPTICAL KERATOMETER 

.. This new keratometer is named as a "mesooptical one" as. it· 
generates conical wave fronts in the illuminating system. For 

--~his purpose.we use mirrors with generators in the form of the. 
eccentric parabola. The mesooptical keratometer generates the . 
sharp beam of light .with longitudinal modulation of the light 

. · intensity ''along the optical axis of the device. The objective: 
/of the mesooptical keratometer sees only that'part of the eye 
which is on the optical axis of the system. thus this mesoopti . .:.. 

· .. car·· keratometer . is a confocal' device I 7 
I 

8 
I 

9 I • .. 

' The principle construction of the confocal mesooptical kera~ 
tometer is given in Fig.2: 1 - point light source, 2 - concave 

. . 
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Fig.2.Theprinciple scheme of the con
focal mesooptical keratometer: 1 -
point light ·source, 2 -·concave three· 
element conical mirror, 3 - convaxe 
three element mesooptical mirror, 4 -
point photodetector, 5 - the system of 
the transversal linear movement of the 
keratometer and the position encoder,--
6 - computer memory ~loc:k. 

three-element ·mirror,_ 3 - con
~xe three-element mesooptical 
mirror, 4 - point photodetec
tor, 5 - the system of the 
transversal movement of the 
keratometer and the position 
encoder, and 6 - computer memo
ry block. The mirrors 2 and 3 
are a single block.The genera
tor of the·mirror 2 consi~ts 
of three straight line seg
ments, and the generator of 
the mirror 3 consists of three 
segments of the eccentric p'a- · 
rabolas. 

The.external and internal segments of the generator of the 
conical mirror• 2 are lying on the common straight'lirie. The 
central segment of this generator is oriented with respect to 
this·· conlmon straight line at the angle cp which must be chosen 
in accordance with eq.(l): 

r2 r2 
cp =arcsin [ 1 + L + ] - arcsin [ L + ], (1) 

· 1 2 r 2cosy 1 r 2cosy 

where r 2 is the distance from the central segment of the gene
rator of the mirror 2 to the optical axis of the keratometer, 
2y is the vertex angle of the conical mirror 2, L1 is the dis
tance.from the vertex of the conical mirror 2 to the point 
light,source i, and L2 is the distance from the point.light 
source .1 to the point photodetector 4. . 

.The.external part of the generator of .the mesooptical mir
ror3 is the .segment of the.:first, ec;!centric' parabola. with fo
cus. in-the point where~the imagine~:ry image pf the light~SOlJrce 
-~ -~~ :fqrmed,by -t;he.mi.rror, 2 and with mds parallel.to the _cent
ral.ray going from .the.external part of the generator: of_ the 
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mirror to the eye. The internal part of the generator of the' 
mesooptical mirror 3 is the segment of the second eccentric 
parabola with foc~s in the point where the imaginary image of 
the light source 1 is formed by the mirror 2, and with"axis
parallel to the central ray going from the internal part of the 
generator of the mesooptical mirror 3 to the eye. The central 
part of the generator of the mesooptical mirror 3 is the seg
ment of the third eccentric parabola with focus in the point 
where the imaginary image of the point photodetector 4 is for
med by the mirror 2 and with axis parallel to the central ray 
going from the illuminated part of the eye to the central part 
of the generator of the mesooptical mirror 3. 

The function of the illuminating part' of this confocal meso
optical keratometer accomplish the external parts of the mir
ror 2 and of the mesooptical mirror 3. The function of the 
objective accomplish the internal parts of these mirrors. 

Two coaxial wave fronts produce the longitudinal modulation 
of the light intensity on the optical axis of the device. This 
picture is shown in Fig.3 where one of the meridional cross 
sections of the volume near the eye is presented. If the eye 
surface lying on the optical axis of the system is in the po
sition where ~he light intensity is maximal, the reflected 
light will move to the central part of the mesooptical mirror 
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3, then to the central part 
of the mirror 2 and finally it 
will be picked up by the point 
photodetector 4. The photocur
rent signal of the point pho
todetector 4 and the data from 
the position encoder 5 are fed 
into the computer memory block 
6. If the eye surface on the 
optical axis of the system is 
in the position with zero light 
intensity then no reflected 

Fig.3. The longitudinal interference. 
of two·coaxial conical wave £ronts 
going at the angles a. 1 and a. 2 to 
the optical axis of the system, "a" is 
~e period of the interference frig
nes and "A" is the period of the lon
gitudinal interference. 



light is generated and no photocurrent signal will go from 
the point photodetector 4. 

-The period A of the longitudinal modulation of the lig~t 
intensity on the optical axis of the confocal mesooptical kera
tometer is given hy the equation 

A 
A = ----------~------------nl + n2 

sin(n2 -n1 ) sin ( ~ ) 

'<z) 

. ~ 
where A is the wave length, n 2 and n 1 are the angles between 
the central ~ays going from the external and from the inter
nal parts of the generator of the mesooptical mirror 3, res
pectively, and the optical axis of the system. For A = 0.5 ~m, 
n 2 ~ 35°, n 1 = 15° we have A = 3.5 ~m. For n 2 = 30°, n 1 = zoo 
we have A = 7 ~m. The period A of the longitudinal modulation 
of the light intensity which defines the errors of the measure
~ent in the confocal mesooptical keratometer can be made smal
ler than 10 ~m. 

As the objective of the whole system sees only the points 
which are lying on the optical axis of the system the device _ 
is indeed a confocal one 18

' 91 • The_ point spread function of 
the confocal mesooptical keratometer in the plane perpendicu-
'lar to the optical axis of the system is equal to: 
',.0., 

Ii(p) = Const.IJ 0 (np)l 4
, (3) 

where np is the normalized distance from the optical axis of 
t~e confocal mesooptical keratometer to the observation point, 
and J 0 (•) is the Bessel function of the zero order of the first 
kind. The intensity of the first side lobe in each half of our 

'system is equal to 0.13 of the cenitral maximum. The intensity 
. of thee first side lobe of the whole system is .0.016 of the 
central maximum. Owing to this property the confocal mesoopti-

·. cal keratometer offers very high noise immunity~ as this de
vice does not see practically that parts of the·eye surface 
:which are not on the optical axis of the device. Tlie confocal 
'mesooptical keratometer sees the objects inside·the microsco-
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pic tube_on the optical axis of the device, and the diameter 
of this microscopic.tube is equal to u:\ 

\\1 .. t 
(. A --- -:;----., d = sinno. ¥'.,. I •· 

(4) 
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Fig.4. The whole assembly of the con
focal mesooptical keratometer: 7 -
moving stage,· 8 -slabs of the moving 
stage, 9 - spring mechanism, 10 - air 
brake, 11- trigger,~12- diffraction 
gratings, 13 - illuminating block, 
14 - electronics. · 

where n 0 = !(n1 + n 2 ). For A= 

= 0.5 ~m, n 2 = 30°, n 1 =zoo, 
we have d = 1 ~m. 

The whole assembly of the 
confocal mesooptical keratome
ter is shown in Fig.4. It comp
rises the following parts: 7 -
the moving stage, 8 - the di

recting slabs of the moving stage, 9 - the spring, 10 - the 
air brake, 11 - trigger, lZ - diffraction gratings, 13 - illu
minator and 14 - electronics. 

The mesooptical part of this device moves in the direction 
perpendicular ·to the optical axis of the.device as shown by 
the arrow on Fig.4. The surface of the eye is illuminated point 
by point along the chosen direction. The intermediate data in 
the computer memory block 6 consist of the moment of time ti, 
where the photosignal assumes the maximal values, and of the 
moment of time T. when the device is in the points with in-

1 ' . 
crement step equal to Z.5 ~-m. Thus .we have in the memory of 
the computer the coordinates of this position mark.The nonuni
formity of the movement of the moving part of the device 
does not have any influence on the measurement errors,. · 

The time in'crement fit ( = ti+l - y_ between the adjacent mo
ments of time ti /is defined by the inclination_angle of the 
tangent to the profile of the eye. When this tangent •is paral
lel to the movement vector the time increment ~Y. is maximal • 
In this device the eye profile is sampling by means of the. two 
dimensional coordinate grid with spacings equaL to Z.'5 ~m 
along the. movement axis, and e'qual to 5 ~m along the :optical 
axis of the device. Over the eye profile with depth,~O ~m and 
length fo mm the number of nodal points of this grid·· is equal 
to z·1Q 3 4•1Q 3 = 8•10 6 , which is three orders of magnitude 
greater than in the traditional optical keratometer, namely, 
15·15·10 2 = 7.5·10 3 • 

With clock frequency of the device f 0 = 0.4 MHz we can 
sample4·10 2 photopulses,in the time interval 10- 2 s, which 
corresponds to the movement velocity 1 m/s. The clock frequen-

,7 



cy f 0 = 0.4 MHz which defines the produc~ivity of the device 
on the reading stage can be transformed into the audiofrequen
cy v 0 = 103 Hz on the reproduction stage. The signals with 
this frequency can be reproduced by the magnitophone. The ope
rator can "hear" the eye profile as a melody which at the be
ginning has a high tone, then low tone and to the end a high 
tone again. If we add the reference signal which corresponds 
to the nominal eye profile, then we can hear the interference 
between two signals, the nominal one and the distorted one. 
At normal musical ability the operator can monitor the profi
le transformation in the course ~f surgeon operation. Thus we 
may conclude that the measurements accomplished by the confo
cal mesooptical keratometer are the direct ones in contrast 
to the traditional optical keratometer which needs the recon
struction'stage to solve the inverse problem. 

4. CONFOCAL MESOOPTICAL PROFILOMER 

The confocal mesooptical keratometer described in § 3 of
fers important advantages: high spatial resolution, high pro
ductivity and the absence of the reconstruction stage inherent 
to the traditional optical 

\ 
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keratometer. But there is one shor
tage: the profile of the object 
must be smooth. Meanwhile in the 
mechanical engineering the profile 
of the object can contain sudden 
changes and kinks. These features 
of the object profile can induce 
the potential ambiguities •. To ex
plain this point let us consider 
the structure of the longitudinal 
interference produced by two co
axial wave fronts (Fig.S). The pe
riod A of this interference pic
ture is constant. 

Now 'let us consider the princi
pal scheme of the confoc·al meso
optical profilomer which generates 

Fig.S. The structure of the longitudinal 
interference picture produced by two co
axial conical wave fronts with . angle CL 
between two wave vectors. 
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Fig.6. The confocal mesooptical profilo
mer: I - point .light' source·, 2 - concave 
three element conical mirror, 3-- con
cave three element mesooptical mirror· 
with generator of the external part in 
the form of the ellipse segment, 4 -
point photodetector, 5 - moving stage 
with position.encoder, 6- computer me
mory block. 

the interference picture with 
varying period A. The differen
ce between this device (Fi~.6) 
and the confocal mesooptical ke
ratometer shown in Fig.2 con
sists in the external (or inter
nal) part of the niesooptical 
mirror 3. In the device in Fig.6 
the generator of this part is 
the segment of the ellipse with 
the first focus in the point 
where the imaginary image of the 

point -light source is formed by the external (or internal) 
part of the mesooptical mirror 3 and with the second focus in 
the point which is equally removed from the ellipse segment 
and from the illuminated region. 
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The angle between the wave 
vectors of the interfering coni
cal wave fronts is changing 
along z-axis, and the period_A 
of the light modulation is va
rying along z-axis (Fig.7). Here 
we can use the term from ra
dar110•111 where this modula
tion picture is referred to as 
"chirp modulation". Thus the~ 
confocal mesooptical profil~mer 
shown in Fig.6 generates the 
chirp-modulated interference 

Fig~7. The structure of .the longitudi
nal interference produced in the con
focal mesooptical profilomer; The ahgle 

CL between two wave vectors-is a va~ 
'·' eying' function of z-6oordinate. 
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Fig.8. The profiles of two objects A, 
and B and the corresponding output sig
nals: fA(x) (on the top) and fB{x) 
(on the bottom). 

picture. In the corresponding 
two-coordinate grid the period 
along z·-coordinate is changing ·· "1 ~ 
from 13 J..lm to 18 J..lm thus ·cancel-'- .• 
ling the ambiguities in the in
terpretation of the initial 
photosignals. In Fig.8 there _ 
are presented·the profiles of 
two objects A and B. Theoutput 
signals fA(x) (on the top) and 
fB(x) (on the bottom) are as 
different as different two pro
files A and B. It is evident 

fs(X) that the corresponding signals 
_ fA(x) and.fB (x) in the confocal mesooptical keratometer wili 

'~ .. 

.-. ';.}' 

··be-· identical. 
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CopoKo n.M. 
npoAOflbHaA MHTep,epeH4MA BOflHOBWX noneH, 
CB050AHWX OT.AM,paK4MM. 
npMMeHeHMe 

PaccMoTpeHw B03MO*HWe npMMeHeHMA npoAOflbHO 
neH, CB050AHWX OT AM,paK4MM. npeAflO*eH KOH~~ 
MeTp AflA 5WCTporo 6eCKOHTaKTHOrO M3MepeHMA np 

_··TeH4ManbHWe XapaKTepMCTMKM :noro KOHcj)OKaflbHOr 
pa. noKa3aHO, YTO npeAflO*eHHWH KOHcj)OKaflbHWH ~ 
5oraeT 6e3 KaKOM-nM6o CTaAMM KOMfl~TepHOH peM 
4MOHHWM OflTMYeCKMM KepaTOMeTpaM. 3aTeM npeAnO 
KMM npocj)MnoMeTp; KOTOPbiM cj)opMMpyeT 11 YMpn 11 -MO~ 
cj)epeH4MIO. 6naroAapA 3TOMY CBOMCTBY OH He C03~ 
MOfyT 803HMKHJTb B cnyYae 06beKTa C npocj)MneM, 

Pa6oTa BblnonHeHa B na5opaTOPMM __ I!AJ!P.!ibiX flj:)_(l 
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